Our Executive
Summary
Eastlands Homes and City South Manchester are each submitting
their own discreet Value for Money Self-Assessments for 2014/15.
The organisations were independent during that period with their own
business plans, actions and targets for efficiency savings.
The VfM Assessments reflect
the activity and achievements of
each organisation and capture the
results and outcomes of plans for
improvement as identified in their
respective assessments for the
previous year, 2013/14.
One of the key activities and areas
of focus for both organisations
during 2014/15 was the plan to
form a partnership with effect
from 1 April 2015. The boards
of Eastlands Homes and City
South Manchester agreed in
principle that they wished to
investigate and pursue the
advantages of partnership at their
independent meetings during
July 2014. Prior to that and
subsequently, significant work
was done to assess the viability
and advantages of partnership,
including an extensive Due
Diligence exercise, financial
planning and pertinent to this
assessment, the identification of
efficiencies and improvements
that could be realised, were the
two organisations to join forces.
Part of the preparation during
the year has been ensuring that
appropriate governance structures
are in place for the Group and
that the Board and committees
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that serve the organisation have
the necessary strategic skills and
that they understand their own
obligations with regard to scrutiny,
regulation and risk management.
This includes the overseeing and
scrutiny of Value for Money within
the organisation and is reflected in
both statements.
The Business Case that was
presented to and approved by the
Homes and Communities Agency
in February 2015 forms the
foundation of the efficiencies and
Value for Money achievements
that are targeted for 2015/16.
The efficiency targets detailed
at the end of this assessment
and summarised below are for
the combined One Manchester
Group.
One Manchester was successfully
formed and launched in April 2015
and future VfM self assessments

will be combined for the Group.
A full transition plan is in place
to ensure that we secure the
efficiencies and improvements
cited in the Group Business Case
and our merger plans will deliver
a recurrent saving by the end
of 2016/17 of £2.5m having a
positive impact on the recurrent
costs of our services whilst
maintaining their quality.
Since submitting the Business
Case and whilst formulating the
VfM Assessment for 2014/15,
the Chancellor of the Exchequer
has revealed the 2015 Summer
Budget and no registered
provider’s VfM assessment can
ignore the impact of it, in particular
the 1% reduction in social housing
rents effective from April 2016, to
be continued year on year for the
subsequent four years.

In light of the July 2015 budget, we have calculated, and robustly stress tested our business planning
assumptions and believe that as well as the significant initial efficiencies already identified through the
partnership and merger activity above, the Group will need to achieve further total savings over a five year
period in the region of £17.5m. Our initial planning has identified and will set year on year additional recurrent
net expenditure savings targets of:

Year

Within year VFM target

2016/17

£1.5m

2017/18

£0.75m

£2.25m

2018/19

£1.25m

£3.5m

2019/20

£1.0m

£4.5m

2020/21

£1.25m

£5.75m

Total
Despite a clearly much more
challenging working environment,
the One Manchester Board
remains committed to the delivery
of the strategic objectives laid out
in the business case and strategy
for the new group. Our growth
agenda, including our aspirations
to deliver 585 new homes, while
at the same time improving
and expanding our services to

VFM standard
expectations

Has a robust approach to making
decisions on the use of resources
to deliver our objectives, including
an understanding of the tradeoffs and opportunity costs of its
decisions.

Cumulative recurrent
net saving
£1.5m

£17.5m
our communities, remain key
objectives. The new Group, One
Manchester, set itself a recurrent
efficiency saving of £2.5m (to
be delivered in 2015/16 and
2016/17) and with the changes
detailed above we are now
shaping plans to deliver additional
year on year efficiencies resulting
in a recurrent net reduction in
costs of £8.25m by 2020/21.

Following a robust assessment
we conclude that City South
Manchester has good evidence
to support compliance with the
expected outcomes of the VfM
standard, but recognise that there
are some areas of VfM activity that
require improvement.

Our compliance 2014/15
An updated 30 year financial plan was adopted by the Board and
agreed with our funders Barclays.
Annual budget process is robust and accurate.
We performed strongly against our funding covenants.
The VfM strategy was reviewed by our internal auditors and given a
clean bill of health.
The new build appraisal model parameters were reviewed and
independently validated.
Profit model refreshed and reviewed.
The summary expenditure/income and leveraging of resources table
demonstrates the range of activities and VfM themes.
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VFM standard
expectations

Understands the return on our
assets and has a strategy for
optimising the future returns
on assets – including rigorous
appraisal of all potential options
for improving VfM, including the
potential benefits in alternative
delivery models measured against
our purpose and objectives.

Our compliance 2014/15
The City South profit model methodology has again been applied in
2014/15 and indicates good progress in estate by estate profit profiles.
The model is now being absorbed into the new Group work on APE as
detailed below.
To improve understanding of the return on our assets a revised Asset
Management Strategy was developed and approved by Board in April
15.
The strategy is supported by an Asset Performance Evaluation (APE)
model that analyses the financial, social and economic performance
and thus the value of the stock to the organisation over the life of the
Business Plan and beyond. It has been developed in conjunction with
the vision and aims of the new Group.
The model is in turn supported by stock data that includes condition
surveys, Energy Performance Certificates as well as customer
satisfaction and other socio economic factors.
The APE model will be used to identify option appraisals and inform
future investment strategy.
Other measures carried out during 14/15 that support VfM and return
on assets include:
• Voids/expenditure and tenancy management review
• Social and environmental return measurement
• Development partnership and investment planning
• Initial planning outputs are included in this report

Has performance management
and scrutiny functions which are
effective at driving and delivering
improved VFM performance.

• High level key performance information is reported to Board on a
quarterly basis in a visual flightdeck
• Our scrutiny panel receives a quarterly performance and satisfaction
report that is reviewed by them with key officers
• Benchmarking is conducted through Housemark quarterly/annually
• Our approach and delivery of value for money is a scrutiny panel
priority
• Scrutiny are key partners in our review of service and structure
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VFM standard
expectations

Understands the costs and
outcomes of delivering specific
services and which underlying
factors influence these costs and
how they do so.

Our compliance 2014/15
The self-assessment shows clear evidence of current and past
performance on management and maintenance costs when
benchmarking against the HCA’s Global Accounts data. For example,
the data for 2013/14 (latest available year on Global Accounts)
show the organisation to be better than the average position for all
associations by:
• Our operating surplus
• Our void losses
• Our debt per unit
• The self-assessment also shows costs compared to performance for
each of the Association’s activity areas.
• The self-assessment shows our understanding of cost drivers and
the impact that these have across the most significant areas of
spend for the organisation; the development of new homes.
• The organisation’s current savings are detailed in the self-assessment
by activity, showing one-off and recurring savings. Future investment
areas are detailed by corporate goal.
The development of new homes. The Association expects to continue
to make recurrent annual cost efficiencies as we deliver our new build
development programme. In overall terms we anticipate making a
recurrent net saving from our budget of £8.25m by 2020/21.
• Targets for future saving, and how these have been set, are detailed
in the self-assessment. They split once again between short term
and other savings and efficiencies and future plans for re-investment.

Annually publishes a robust selfassessment which sets out in
a way that is transparent and
accessible to stakeholders how
we are achieving VFM in our
purpose and objectives.

City South Manchester’s self-assessment of how we meet the HCA
Value for Money standard is published on our website by the 30
September each year, along with key highlights for residents.
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In November 2014 our internal
auditors PWC reviewed the City
South Manchester VfM strategy
and approach to self-assessment
to ensure that it matched our
updated thinking on VfM and the
VfM standard but also to reflect on
the progress we had made. They
concluded:
“There is evidence of a clear
VFM strategy, which outlines
key management priorities and
an action plan in relation to the
achievement, identification,
recording and communication of
VFM savings, and we identified
good stakeholder engagement…
and the benchmarks reported
within the assessment were
appropriate and demonstrated
a balanced view of CSMHT’s
performance” (PWC Nov2014).
This sets the scene for this report
as we want to ensure that our
strategy and self-assessment
remain live documents and that
our work plan and priorities reflect
that.
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City South puts the following at
the heart of its VfM strategy:
• Delivering value for money;
operating an efficient business
to unlock value.
• Developing quality housing;
providing homes that meet
demand and are affordable to
build and live in.
• Asset management; maintaining
and maximising the value of
existing assets.
• Improving financial performance
and capacity.
• Improving customer services;
offering choice and high quality
services.
• Expanding client groups;
delivering products to meet
diverse customer needs and
aspirations.
• Promoting inclusion; investment
in communities to support
successful neighbourhoods.

• Being a good employer;
investing in staff to be a well run
organisation.
• A commitment to equality and
diversity.
• Health and wellbeing.
The strategy therefore reflects and
supports our agreed priorities, our
growth and new build plans, our
tenant and service user needs
and priorities; it ensures internal
resources are fit for purpose
and delivers VfM while ensuring
that the best possible value for
money is obtained across the
organisation.

Delivery of Value
for Money strategy
The overarching responsibilities delegated from the Board and
expressed through our strategy and corporate plan are informed,
supported and driven by a range of key internal systems,
documents, policies, information, reporting and performance review.

External factors also shape our
planning and priorities including the
wider economic environment, local
and national government policy
and priority and the requirements
of our funders. These elements
come together to create the Trust’s
overall “VfM operating envelope”.
Our strategic direction is particularly
influenced and reflected by the
following:
Our 30 year Financial Business
Plan is reviewed and updated
annually and sets out the Board’s
strategic financial direction and the
detailed financial information of the
Trust, and is tied into key financial
covenants laid down with our
external funders.
Our Corporate Plan is updated
annually and sets out the key
strategic and operational priorities
of the Board.
Our current stock condition
survey identifies required spend
by element and by property and
is an important part of allowing us
to assess the investment potential
and cost options of each of our
properties.
Our annual independent stock
valuation sets the level of asset
security cover available to support
current and future borrowing. It
allows the Board to shape its future
new build programme with asset
security clearly understood.
Our Treasury Strategy is reviewed
annually to ensure that our debt

costs remain competitive and that
new debt is available to support
the Board strategy.
The planned maintenance
programme sets our priorities for
the future of our stock. Planned
expenditure in 2015/16 will also
specifically consider VfM at each
property and project level as we
start to utilise Savills NPV modelling
in our planning also looking to build
in a community and social added
value perspective.
Our Value for Money Sub-Group
coordinates and monitors the VfM
action plan for the year.
We work closely with Manchester
City Council and are a key partner
in helping to shape and deliver
its wider Housing Strategy. As a
result of its funding pressures, we
are also closely involved in wider
service planning arrangements that
impact on our communities.
Our financial reporting and annual
published accounts provide the
Board with a benchmark for
assessing our performance against
the global accounts for the sector
as a whole.
The VfM self- assessment process,
review and statement provides the
Board with a clear summary of
organisational progress across a
balanced view of the business.
Performance indicators for key
service delivery targets (which are
monitored in monthly or quarterly
cycles) provide the basis of our

performance review. They are
also subject to independent
review by our scrutiny committee.
This is supported by external
benchmarking through Housemark
and other benchmarking clubs.
Our rents are subject to
government policy control. The
rent-influencing regime, through
the rent standard, limits rents to a
target level to ensure consistency
throughout the sector and also
limits rent increases. Indirectly, it
also acts as an overall cost control.
We actively plan for the wider
changes to the welfare benefit
system and the impact on the rent
recovery process.
All of the above contributed to
shaping the way we approached
VfM and in tandem helped shape
a framework for practical VfM
delivery and an action plan for
each year ahead. In completing
the planning and shaping the
business case for the new merged
group One Manchester a new
VFM strategy was produced and
adopted in March 2015. The new
groups VfM priorities, projects and
initiatives reflect this new business
plan and are detailed in the VfM
action plan for 2015/16 at the end
of the document. In concluding our
assessment the impact of the July
2015 budget on recurrent rental
income is identified as fundamental
in shaping our VFM plans for the
future.
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Understanding our
asset performance

2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

2012/13

Trend

4,323

4,353

4,389

4,400

ê

Debt per social housing unit- sector global accounts (£)

17,238

15,417

14,233

Debt per social housing unit (£)City South Manchester

11,682

13,646

15,362

12,670

ê

Total loan outstanding

£50.50m

£59.40m

£67.42m

£55.75m

ê

Turnover to total operating assets

24.4%

37.8%

29.4%

24.0%

ê

Asset Valuation/value £m*
Property ownership

£123.13m

£111.25m

£106.5m

£105m

é

* Source: Savills annual stock valuation
City South Manchester Housing
Trust was created in 2008 to
deliver approximately £100m
of property investment over five
years. In that time we invested
£99.657m in bringing our homes
up to decent homes standard.
Our partnership contracting
removed much of the cost
inflation risk, while our detailed
planning identified just over £13m
that was “realigned” to match
emerging programme needs
or aspirations, notably the over
cladding of our multi-storey blocks
and the closure and swap out of
the legacy district heating system
in Moss Side.
Our stock valuation has risen
over that period, as the table
above shows. That growth
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has traditionally been a key
performance measure with our
funders, Barclays, as the asset
valuation sets the ceiling for the
funds we can borrow for new
development. With new and
re-financing as at the 1 April
2015 the new One Manchester
Group moved to a corporate
debt per unit calculation. Our
CSM business planning shows
us rapidly paying down debt
over the next year with total debt
outstanding of £43.1m at March
2016, approximately £9,969 per
property. In comparison, our new
covenant for the group is set at
£20,000 per property providing
strong headroom for debt/
property capacity.

Asset movement
within year
In 14/15 6 mortgage rescue/
spot property purchases and
12 new build were added to our
stock. 49 tenants exercised their
right to buy/ acquire with net
receipts of £1,179k which will
be used towards our new build
development programme.
As noted, we completed our first
new build programme in 2014/15.
12 affordable homes (supported
by £144k of government grant)
were completed in December
2014.
In our 2013/14 self assessment
CSM had shaped a 238 new build
programme. The majority of that
programme was at market rent,
with a new financing requirement

of £25m. The planning for the new One Manchester Group included detailed work with Eastlands Homes on
a new development programme. The tables below show a new group development plan (and progress in
shaping those schemes) for 585 new homes at an indicative cost of £68.6m. At the 1 April 2015 £32.5m of
additional funding was put in place with the Royal Bank of Scotland to support this programme.

New build
		
Units
Costs 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18
			
£000
£000
£000
£000

2018/19
£000

2019/20
£000

CITY SOUTH								
Market Rent - named schemes		

168

19,600

9,876

9,724

-

-

-

Market Rent - un-named schemes		

70

7,331

50

2,716

4,565

-

-

		
238 26,931
9,926 12,440

4,565

-

-

EASTLANDS								
Now affordable		

14

606

350

256

-

-

-

		

6

250

250

-

-

-

-

Affordable Rent- committed projects		

8

1,113

1,000

113

-

-

-

Market Rent - Named/
uncommitted schemes		

53

7,355

1,700

5,077

578

-

-

Market Rent - named/aspirational schemes 66

8,577

-

1,538

3,782

2,154

1,104-

23,829

-

-

4,203

9,692

9,934

		
347 41,730
3,300
6,983

8,563

11,846

11,038

Market Rent - un-named/
aspirational schemes		

200

New Development - Group 								
CITY SOUTH		

238

26,931

9,926

12,440

4,565

-

-

EASTLANDS		

347

41,730

3,300

6,983

8,563

11,846

11,038

		
585 68,661 13,226 19,423

13,128

11,846

11,038

Progress on programme
Scheme name

Scheme type

Start date

Units

Lily Thomas

Market rent

March 16

18 homes

Oasis/Chapman Street

Market rent

June 16

33 homes

Folkestone Road

Affordable rent

Mar 15

6 homes

Stanley Grove

Affordable rent

Nov 15

4 homes

Lees St/ Columbine St

Market rent

Jan 16

35 homes

Leaf/Royce

Market rent

March 16

170 homes

Total 266
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Profit model
This attributes direct rental information, a repair cost
calculation based on property visits and work undertaken,
with other costs allocated on directly attributable information,
e.g. ASB, voids, lettings and other costs allocated across all
properties e.g. neighbourhood management costs.

From our first review we had
calculated an average property
contribution of £359. At a
neighbourhood level we had
nine areas showing an overall
positive contribution with three
showing a net loss. The model
was enhanced with additional
maintenance information in
2014/15 and in parallel City South
as part of the Housemark Active
asset management club reviewed
the components of the model
from emerging best practice.

Neighbourhood
Bentley House
Bethnall / Sherwood
Loxford / Aquarius
Monton Street
Moss Side
Platt Lane
Shawgreen / Loreto
St Georges
Wilbraham
Grand Total
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The model results for 2014/15
(based on activity in 2013/14)
show an improved profitability
position. All 12 areas have now
moved into a profit position with
the overall average climbing to
£894.
The improved trading position
movement for Loxford/Aquarius
and St Georges reinforces
our decision to de-pool our
service charges in May 2011.
At March 2015 405 tenants
(March 2014, 333 tenants)

Average
Surplus
13/14

£561

Average
Surplus
12/13

Cost
Change

and 342 leaseholders now pay
variable service charges. The
other marked movement shows
the impact of District Heating
losses (income/expenditure)
dropping out of the Moss Side
neighbourhood. The section on
tenancy management highlights
the long term sustainability of our
neighbourhoods moving forward
and this intelligence together with
our emerging profit understanding
is shaping our asset and
community investment priorities.

Income

Profit

Income%

£352

-£17

£191

£209

5%

£912

£670

-£124

£117

£242

3%

£137

-£452

-£400

£189

£589

5%

£859

£664

-£35

£160

£196

4%

£1,068

£423

-£570

£75

£645

2%

£1,367

£889

-£289

£189

£478

5%

£695

£70

-£451

£174

£625

5%

£350

-£258

-£373

£236

£608

7%

£1,613

£1,089

-£328

£196

£524

5%

£894

£359

-£371

£163

£535

4%

Property intelligence
2015/16
In 2014/15 we had planned further refinements to our inhouse profit model with the intention of including long term
maintenance reviews and moving more towards a long term
NPV model in addition to the shorter term profit model.

With the planning and creation
of the new Group structure
in April 2015 it was agreed to
work with Savills across the
whole of the new estate. This
NPV modelling looks at the long
term sustainability of each of our
neighbourhoods and will shape
and update our long term asset
strategy. This information will be
available from September 2015.
In order to measure and analyse
the long term performance of
our property portfolio we have
developed an Asset Performance
Evaluation (APE) model.
The model will:
• Use modelling techniques to
analyse property worth to the
business plan
• Include a measurement of
social sustainability
• Provide an objective baseline
on which to make investment
decisions

The model relies on accurate
data which has been gleaned
from stock condition surveys that
are built into our asset database
and regularly updated. Financial
information is taken from up
to date records and accounts.
Neighbourhood statistics are
taken from surveys, internal
housing management data and
information provided by external
parties and centralised data such
as Office for National Statistics.
The model can be analysed
at several levels, company,
neighbourhood, asset group and
down to individual properties.

There are currently 54 Asset
Groups with an average of 80
properties per group.
The overall costs built into the
model are:
• Total 30 year capital expenditure
of £89m (£20,717 per unit over
30yrs)
• Management costs £1,759/unit
• Maintenance costs includes
voids and cyclical of £688 per
unit per annum (range £575 £881)

The key definition is the Asset
Group – properties with similar
attributes in an area are grouped
for analysis. There is flexibility
to drill into groups, and change
groups as necessary to take
account of changes following
investment decisions or external
influences.

• Generate a candidate list for
option appraisal
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These results produce a 30 year cash flow and net present value (NPV) of asset worth, by Asset Group,
as shown below. This enables us to carry out further detailed analysis and select individual props or Asset
Groups for option appraisal.

30 Year npv per unit
£60,000
£50,000
£40,000
£30,000
£20,000
£10,000
£0
-£10,000
-£20,000
-£30,000
-£40,000

30 year NPV Performance No. of units
pu
description

% units

Below £0

Poor

15

0.35%

£0 - £10,000

Marginal

1,376

Above £10,000

Good

2,886

Total

Total 30 year NPV per unit
NPV
-£3,353

-£224

32.17%

£9,294,377

£6,755

67.48%

£47,308,504

£16,392

£56,599,528

£13,233

4,277*

* Excludes 36 CSM units (3 asset groups with combined units from EH and CSM)
The results enable us to analyse
the poor and marginal performing
Asset Groups in more detail and
consider Option Appraisals on
individual or groups of properties
within those Asset Groups.
The model is flexible to enable
cash flow and NPV projections to
be carried out over shorter and
longer time periods up to year
45, to inform future long term
investment or disposals.
It can also be used to compare
the value of the stock to open
market values, for potential future
sales.
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The APE model does not just
consider financial factors, it will
also take into account economic
and social factors through its
sustainability model. Each Asset
Group is given a rating based
on housing related sustainability
criteria which support
neighbourhood planning activities.

• SAP

The criteria listed below are linked
to One Manchester’s mission:

Demand/ Transforming
communities:

Income/ Creating opportunities:

• Evidence of mixed tenure

• Education

• Demand – bids per property

• Ratio of rent to income levels

• Satisfaction with neighbourhood

• Rent arrears

• Turnover.

Housing Management/changing
lives:
• Employment levels
• Health
• ASB and Crime deprivation
• Satisfaction views are listened to

The data to support these criteria is gathered from internal and external sources and each criteria is given a
weighted scoring to produce an average out of 10 for each Asset Group.
The sustainability score is compared against the financial (NPV) score to produce a grid style result of overall
performance, illustrated over the page:

The poor and marginal performing
Asset Groups will be analysed
in detail and will influence the
direction of investment decisions
from 2016/17 and beyond. The
high performing asset groups will
also be reviewed as there maybe
commercial decisions to be
taken regarding their value to the
organisation.

Underperforming assets
As part of our ongoing asset
review and planning in 2013/14
we identified six cottages
at Westwood House where
continued asset investment was
in doubt. The listed (Grade II)
cottages are currently mothballed
with predictive asset spend
requirements of between £327k
and £415k. In 2014/15 we

intended to finalise an alternate
use for the properties which was
likely to be of a social enterprise
or community nature. Discussions
are ongoing with local social
enterprises to develop robust
business plans and a potential
route to funding which would
release the properties for long
term use but progress has been
far slower than envisaged and
continues in 2015/16.
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Our Performance
Financial position

For the year ended 31 March

2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

Trend

Core operating margin excluding
investment and GAP funding

32.87%

27.47%

22.12%

16.88%

é

Liquidity (current assets divided by current 168.80%
liabilities)

145.59%

69.58%

66.35%

é

Asset Cover (Housing Valuation divided by 244%
loans)

187%

158%

187%

é

Total reserves per home owned

-£2049.66

-£2056.28

-£4760.08

-£3267.95

é

Debt per unit

£11678.16 £13646.22 £15361.81 £12670.45 é
é
18
1
2
10

Growth in turnover excluding GAP funding 6.01%

New homes completed and acquired

5.19%

4.93%

4.3%

é

Rent losses (voids and bad debts as % of
rent and service charges receivable)

0.73%

1.21%

1.13%

1.01%

é

Rent arrears (gross arrears as a % of rent
and service charges receivable)

8.44%

8.64%

8.22%

8.87%

é

Operating Ratios

Gearing/Debt Servicing

In 2014/15, turnover increased
by 6.01% and the operating
margin, prior to investment and
GAP funding allocations, was
32.87%. The last published
HCA Global Accounts for 2014
shows operating margin for
large scale voluntary transfer
(LSVT) associations to be in the
region of 27.2% with City South
Manchester ahead of that for last
year. Turnover in the same period
at 5.19% was ahead of the sector
at 4.3%.

City South Manchester has a
£70m facility with Barclays Bank.
The net drawn down loans at
the end of 2015 was £50.47m.
The independent loan security
valuation carried out on 31 March
2015 shows the existing use value
of the housing stock (EUV-SH) to
be £123.1m and this equates to
an asset cover ratio of 244%.
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Benchmarking
In 14/15 we embedded our performance management
framework across the organisation providing assurance and
challenge to underperformance. Performance targets were
again reviewed as were key and operational performance
indicators and each service manager received quarterly and
an annual performance report for 14/15 to help steer their
team objectives.

Our scrutiny panel continue
to receive quarterly reports
incorporating quarter performance
against target, previous annual
performance, benchmarked
position in terms of rank
and quartile and associated
satisfaction measures. A
performance flight deck of
key strategic and operational
performance indicators was
introduced for board from Q1
14/15 that visualises information
in charts enabling at a glance
evaluation of performance and
progress towards corporate
objectives.
We continue to use Housemark
to annually benchmark against
ourselves and a selected peer

group – previously LSVT Northern
Group of 21 organisations of
2500-7500 units. This year we
have selected a bespoke peer
group of 39 organisations, all
urban and with a DLO. We
removed organisations based
on location (we have taken out
London and Wales for example);
stock size and levels of housing
for older people with the resultant
list of 39 of which 14 have
submitted data for 14/15 (which
was an additional factor).
However, it must be recognised
that diversification in the social
housing sector makes it difficult to
identify a reasonably comparable
peer group and the results of
benchmarking in the current way

could be misleading in regard
to both costs, value for money
and resident satisfaction. It must
also be acknowledged that our
benchmarked results used for
this self-assessment will change
as more organisations submit
their results for 14/15 during
15/16 as there is not one single
Housemark deadline and we
have to periodically review our
position. For these reasons we
are currently participating in a
HACT scoping study principally
on resident satisfaction and
wellbeing that may result in an
alternative or complementary
product that could enable smarter
comparisons.
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Our Housemark dashboard for the previous four years is:
UQ

Upper Quartile

MU

Middle Upper Quartile

Me

Median

ML

Middle Lower Quartile

LQ

Lower Quartile

2011/12

2012/13

é

Improvement in
performance

è

No change in performance

ê

Drop in performance

Poor
Good
Poor
Good
performance performance performance performance
& high cost
& high cost
& low cost
& low cost
Responsive
repairs and
voids

Rent arrears and
coll.
Major works/
cyclical
Lettings
Estate services

Responsive
Major works/
repairs and voids cyclical
è
è
Rent arrears and Lettings
collection
è
ê
Resident
involvement n/a

2013/14

Tenancy
management

Tenancy
management
ê performance
è cost

Estate services
è

Rent arrears and Lettings
collection
è
è

Resident
involvement
è performance
é cost

Estate services
ê performance
è cost

Responsive
repairs and
voids
è performance
é cost
Tenancy
management
è performance
é cost
Major works/
cyclical
ê performance
é cost
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2014/15

Poor
Good
Poor
Good
performance performance performance performance
& high cost
& high cost
& low cost
& low cost
Rent arrears and Lettings
collection
è
è

Responsive
repairs and voids
è

Estate services
è

Tenancy
management
è

Resident
involvement
è performance
ê cost

Major works/
cyclical
è
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Satisfaction
We chose not to run the Housemark STAR satisfaction survey due to our involvement in the HACT scoping
study referred to above. However, we conduct a series of transactional surveys across our service areas
either at the point of transaction or shortly after.
Results for 14/15 are:

2014/15 transactional satisfaction survey results

Scrutiny
Our Scrutiny Panel continues to meet with our staff to review performance and value for money. They revisited
Customer Services during the year to see if their service review recommendations had been implemented,
which they had. The Panel was also involved in the recruitment of our new Customer Services team in the
autumn of 2014 and the development of One Manchester policies. The panel’s next review is of our repairs
service and will include focus groups and staff interviews. The aim is to recruit additional panel members and
also forge links with Eastlands Homes Scrutiny Group.
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Major works and cyclical maintenance
2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

£770.64

Trend from Quartile Benchmark
previous
% satisfaction
year
=upper
other=median
£4490.10 £7,156.95 ê
UQ
£1,670.05

Major works
£891.47
including cyclical
maintenance
costs per
property
% very or fairly
80%*
satisfied with the
overall of quality
of their home
(GN and HfOP)

80%

90.6%

90.4%

n/a

LQ

86.48%

Average SAP
rating

74

74

74

é

UQ

70.5

76

*14/15 results are actual 13/14 results as STAR not conducted since 13/14 VfM self assessment
CSM had largely achieved its five
year decent homes investment
programme at the end of the
financial year 2012/13. This
was followed by a number
of environmental projects
carried out in 13/14 that were
commissioned to enhance the
general environment and provide
a pleasant and welcoming
appearance on our estates based
on resident input into designs
and work content. As a result the
overall investment requirement
has fallen from £20M per annum
to £1.78M in 14/15.
The £1.78M was spent on
resolving five outstanding final
accounts on projects completed
during 13/14 that amounted
to £422,000. The remaining
£1.358M was spent supporting
a range of smaller projects
including:
• Asbestos removal
• Lift replacement in a multi storey
block
• Disabled adaptations to our
homes

• Planned tree maintenance
works
• Window replacement
programme
• Balcony upgrades and repairs
• Highway repairs to footpaths
• Estate environmental budget for
small initiatives
• Mop-up programme for
properties that refused access
for decent homes works
• External insulation programme
and communal works
• Introduction of planned
servicing to high-rise windows
• Traditional cavity wall insulation
programme as below

fully fund Harper House – 56 flats
– cavity wall insulation scheme.
We also successfully submitted
an application for external wall
insulation, for a further 28 flats at
the same blocks, for Green Deal
Home Improvement for £86k. In
14/15 we also carried out cavity
wall re-insulation works to 816
properties in Fallowfield which
secured £568,344 eco funding
supplemented by a cost to CSM
of £208,416. Properly insulated
cavity walls will reduce resident
heating costs by circa £110 per
annum. In 14/15 900 CSM homes
had insulation work carried out
with the potential energy savings
totalling £99k each year for our
residents.

Energy efficiency
A key corporate objective of
14/15 was the exploration of
further improvements to property
energy efficiency. Whilst grant
funding has become more
problematic, we successfully
secured eco funding of £22k to
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Responsive repairs and voids
2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

Responsive
£777.01
repairs and voids
cost per property

£847.02

£955

£935.85

Trend from Quartile Benchmark
previous
% satisfaction
year
=upper
other=median
é
MU
£798.23

Average number 3.5
of repairs per
property

3.4

No data

4.9

ê

ML

3.4

% very or fairly
satisfied with
the way we deal
with repairs and
maintenance
(GN & HfOP)

70%

84.7%

85%

n/a

LQ

85.55%

70%*

*14/15 results are actual 13/14 results as STAR not conducted since 13/14 VfM self assessment
The positive effects of the 2013
changes to our repairs policy –
low level repairs becoming tenant
responsibility and the introduction
of a handyperson service –
continued in 14/15. The total
number of day to day responsive
repairs reduced by a further 570
and costs per property continue
to improve.
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Number of annual day to day repairs

Building on the £405k savings
achieved in 13/14 the repairs
budget was reduced by £350k
for 14/15. We achieved a further
budget underspend of £272k
and our Handyperson Service
generated an income of £10k.
Savings of £21,849 were realised
against forecast savings of
£15,414 following tenders for
various repairs and maintenance
contracts.

out 1,011 gas services in house.
A good relationship with a gas
contractor realised £16k savings
by the provision of free heating
parts that enabled our in house
team to carry out warranty work.

Our ambition to multi-skill
operatives to improve efficiency
did not materialise as planned
in 14/15. This was impacted by
key lecturers leaving our chosen
college with the resultant training
being of limited benefit. We do
however have three multi-trade
operatives and have a plan to
revisit this area following our
merger with Eastlands Homes.
Automated stores and purchasing
have been introduced which
lowers the risk of out of stock,
increases first time fix and
customer satisfaction and is a
far more efficient process as
it negates the requirement of
manual ordering and also reduces
the opportunity for mistake.

We extended our fleet
arrangements for another year
reducing the monthly cost
realising savings of £23k.

In 13/14 all boiler replacements
were carried out in-house
with only £29k spent on gas
subcontractors from £196k
in 12/13. Due to reduced
resources £128k was spent on
gas sub-contractors for 57 boiler
replacements in 14/15. We are
currently reviewing our resource
needs as a result. However, we
saved £37k on gas servicing
sub-contractor spend by carrying

A recurring £38k was saved by
bringing emergency lighting tests
in-house – we are effectively using
our on site caretaking team to test
10 months of 12 and our electrical
team the remaining two months.

We generated income of £21,600
from undertaking repairs on
third party community buildings
against a minimum target of
£20k and £3k income for our
project management skills for a
community resource centre.
CSM day to day repairs are
provided in a reactive manner
resulting in multiple visits which
is inefficient and can be costly.
An aim from 2014 was to pilot
a property MOT approach, as a
planned approach to delivering
repairs is more efficient and
would also provide a greater
understanding of our properties
as assets and identify any
common issues with property
components. The pilot ran in
14/15 with 77 MOTs completed
at an average cost of £138 and
satisfaction with both staff and

quality of work at 95%. The MOT
certificate issued to the tenant
upon completion of the works,
limits repairs to health and safety
emergency repairs only, within
a two year period; the intention
being to reduce the volume of
repairs being ordered by highusers of the repairs service. It
is envisaged that the MOT will
reduce responsive repair volumes
based on historic data and help
achieve our aspiration of 60:40
ratio of planned to responsive
repairs. An MOT approach would
identify anticipated repairs spend
and cost planning; provide up
to date condition data; help
us understand component
failure and replacement cycles;
improve tenant awareness and
behaviour in relation to property
maintenance; and also improve
tenant satisfaction.
If repairs per property reduced
by 1-3 per year over a two year
period based on a target of
300 MOTs per year net savings
generated would be between
£17k-£140k. We will consider the
roll out of a One Manchester MOT
in 15/16.
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Tenancy management
2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

Tenancy
£59.73
management
cost per property

£62.01

£64.68

£57.62

Trend from Quartile Benchmark
previous
% satisfaction
year
=upper
other=median
é
UQ
£88.52

% units re-let in
year

5.4%

4.8%

5.7%

5.3%

ê

UQ

9.1%

% very or fairly
82%*
satisfied with the
overall service
provided

82%

89.6%

89%

n/a

LQ

90.15%

*14/15 results are actual 13/14 results as STAR not conducted since 13/14 VfM self assessment
Our tenancy management costs
remain broadly static and top
quartile.
The stability of our inner
city communities can be
demonstrated by the fact that
90% of our tenants have lived
in their home for over two years
with 20% living in their home for
between five and nine years and
over 53% having lived in their
home for over 10 years.
Our stock remains in high demand
with the average number of bids
for our properties advertised on
choice based lettings being 99.1
per property. Our re-let rate was
5.43%, remaining top quartile,
with an average re-let time of
general needs properties of 20.9
days from 22.49 days against a
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target of 22 – remaining middle
upper quartile. Tenancy turnover
remained stable at 5.31% from
5.03% as did void rent loss at
0.53% from 0.5% - both staying
top quartile performance. In
14/15, 229 tenancies were
terminated of which 155 – 67.8%
- were voluntary and 74 not (e.g.
eviction/death of tenant) – 32.3%.
Our neighbourhood team has
been upskilled to deal with
hoarding and tenancy fraud.
We carry out credit checks and
an affordability assessment for all
new tenants. This is based on the
tenant’s income and expenditure
and ensures that the prospective
tenant is clear about the costs of
running a home and sustaining
their tenancy.

In 14/15 the role of our supported
housing scheme manager was
expanded to offer a floating
support service for up to 20
older residents living in our
communities. To date 12 residents
are being supported and, in
addition to practical assistance,
we are helping to reduce social
isolation and effectively build
confidence.
In 15/16 as One Manchester
we will develop a new tenancy
policy and will consider different
kinds of tenancies as a flexible
response to the needs of our local
communities.

Income
2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

Rent arrears and £199.75
collection cost
per property

£188.76

£174.47

£175.66

Trend from Quartile Benchmark
previous
% satisfaction
year
=upper
other=median
ê
LQ
£143.93

% rent collected 99.4%*
excluding current
arrears

99.6%

99.5%

100.6%

ê

ML

99.5%

% very or
fairly satisfied
that their rent
provides value
for money

73%

No data

No data

n/a

LQ

83.19%

73%**

*Housemark definitions of rent collection differ to CSM which is reported elsewhere in this report at 99.6% for
2014/15 and 100% for 2013/14. **14/15 results are actual 13/14 results as STAR not conducted since 13/14
VfM self assessment
The collection of rent and service
charges remains fundamental
to viability and is a reason costs
have increased in this area.
The provision of a joined up
service offer that allows for the
management of household funds,
enabling tenants and residents
to meet their obligations, but
one that then provides routes to
employment and training, is our
corporate ambition for this area.

We again put aside £500k in bad
debt provision to alleviate possible
losses in rent collection as a
result of welfare reform impact.
We obtained rent collection of
99.6% which is £79k from 100%
collection and lower than the
100% collection achieved the
previous year. Just £35.8k was
charged against the bad debt
budget in 14/15.

Our target of 105% leaseholder
service charge collection rate was
surpassed at 153% and historic
debt fell by a further £53k.

Outstanding leaseholder debt at year end - % change
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Annual former tenant cash
collection increased from £66,791
to £73,586.
In April 2014 possession
application costs rose from
£100 to £250. In 14/15 our
court cases increased from 236
to 242. However, there was a
reduction in new cases where
costs apply. There were 131 new
cases from 153 the previous year.
There has been prudent usage
of restoring cases (no costs
apply) – 111 restored cases from
83 the previous year. To mitigate
additional legal costs we have
attempted where appropriate to
ensure court cases remain live by
restoring and reissuing orders.
In our drive to achieve process
efficiency, the use of SMS as
a contact method increased
by 8.8% with the use of letter
decreasing by 15.4%. We
developed automation of various
processes including rent stage
changes and the serving of
notices of seeking possession
which all save staff time. We
also developed a repayment
agreement module and reporting
tool. Our income team was the
first to pilot the use of iMail – a
mail service that prints and posts
the documents we create – again
saving costs and staff time.
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Universal Credit went live in our
areas from October 2014 and
there were 38 live claims by year
end, of which 12 also have an
under-occupation charge. In
March, Housing Benefit formed
the lowest proportion of rent paid
(54.9%) since recording began.
During 2014/15 Discretionary
Housing Payments awarded a
total of £107,966 to CSM tenants.

Financial Inclusion
Our Money Mentors team
assisted 158 tenants with
£651,280 worth of debt. Tenants
were assisted to gain £194,419
in benefits and £78k worth of
rent arrears were dealt with. In
addition, we delivered Money
Management sessions as part of
our Steps 2 Success programme
which was attended by 98 people;
29 tenants were assisted; £36k
of benefit gains were secured and
£27k of debt dealt with.
We continue to take local authority
Troubled Families referrals which
have generated an income of
£17,450.
Our Mind Your Money project
has to date seen over 1,800
Manchester social housing
tenants. The project creates
financial awareness and builds

money management confidence.
We have started offering advice
in local job centres with a view
to securing Personal Budgeting
Support funding in the future and
have seen 80 people so far. The
project anticipates seeing a further
900 customers in 15/16. The
project generates £17k per year
for CSM for courses delivered by
our Money Mentors.
In 14/15 51 residents were given
energy efficiency advice to obtain
cheaper tariffs. We signed up
to British Gas Void Care to help
manage the needs of our void
stock. Use of the service saves
time and money and helps
increase revenue by reducing void
time and admin costs and helps
tenants with their energy needs.
It also helps new tenants as any
previous debt is cleared during the
void period.
In 15/16 we will promote water
meters and assessed charges
to tenants who could potentially
make annual savings of £250.

Lettings
2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

Lettings cost per £82.04
property

£80.92

£79.68

£82.46

Average re-let
time (general
needs only)

22.49
days

24.67
days

24.84
days

é

MU

26.15 days

0.5%

0.35%

0.45%

ê

UQ

1.36%

20.9
days

Rent loss due to 0.53%
empty properties

Our homes are let via Manchester
Move choice based lettings
as part of our commitment to
partnership working and to
provide ease of access to housing
for people in Manchester.
With the development of new
housing options and tenures a
14/15 corporate objective was
to upskill our Housing Options
team to let and manage different
tenures and that objective was
met.
We now have 60 affordable rent
properties through 35 conversions
(that have generated additional
income of £27k in 18 months),
12 new build and 13 mortgage
rescue properties. There remains
an aspiration to develop the team

Trend from Quartile Benchmark
previous
% satisfaction
year
=upper
other=median
ê
ML
£70.06

further in the future, and as One
Manchester, to offer additional
housing options advice and
opportunities in both the private
sector and home ownership.
In 14/15 we carried out 18 mutual
exchanges against a target of
15. Exchanges offer value to our
tenants as it represents a more
realistic option of securing a move
than a transfer. It helps our efforts
to maximise efficient use of stock
to best meet housing need and
minimise problems such as rent
arrears. Mutual exchange can also
provide major benefits for other
services. For example, helping a
tenant to move through mutual
exchange to be closer to family
and friends can reduce demand

on health and social care services
and result in cost savings. The
exchange process is also efficient
and saves on re-let costs. We are
to review our subscription to our
current mutual exchange system
as we anticipate we can make
savings of up to 50% on current
costs.
Our average re-let time improved
by 1.59 days and our void rent
loss remains top quartile whilst
costs remain steady. Our first
offer acceptance rate is 70% and
middle upper quartile.
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Anti-social behaviour
2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

ASB cost per
property

£84.98

£79.29

£76.60

£97.10

Trend from Quartile Benchmark
previous
% satisfaction
year
=upper
other=median
ê
LQ
£63.54

% of anti-social
behaviour
cases resolved
successfully

96.39%

No data

72.2%

78.96%

é

MU

93.85%

% satisfied
with anti-social
behaviour case
handling

87.76%

94%

No data

79%

ê

ML

92.75%

A corporate objective is to
contribute to successful and
safe communities and we have a
skilled and experienced dedicated
Anti-Social Behaviour team. The
team was supplemented with
a temporary additional staff
resource due to an increase in
caseload which is a reason cost
per property increased slightly and
saw cost performance move from
mid lower to lower quartile.
The percentage of cases closed
after one contact increased to
25% from 19% demonstrating
competency and efficiency.
Satisfaction with ASB case
handling was 87.8%.
We purchased our own reusable
CCTV camera at a cost of £200
that we use for cases where we
need corroborative evidence
to take further action such as
damage to property and fly
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tipping. This compares to a £300
cost to hire a camera for 14
days. As this is so cost-effective,
we plan to purchase additional
cameras in 15/16.
We support the local delivery
of the Government’s Troubled
Families Programme and are a
key safeguarding partner with the
local authority and other housing
providers and agencies.
Along with other agencies
we have carried out reporting
confidence events on all estates.
The events inform residents of
the work we do, who they can
contact and how cases are
handled. We encourage residents
to contact us early so that reports
are dealt with at a low level which
is easier and more cost effective.
By making tenants aware of the
use of hearsay evidence we have

empowered the community to
report more serious problems.
We have been able to identify
serious issues that have not
been reported before because
residents have been reluctant to
become involved. As the initial
reports are made in confidence
we have looked at other ways to
gather evidence and worked with
other agencies to resolve serious
issues. One such case has led to
agencies working together with us
to fund an outreach youth worker
and has also led to a tenants
group being set up in Moss Side.
We now draft legal letters inhouse but have an arrangement
with a solicitor who sends them
out on its letter headed paper. We
used to be charged for this work
but the service is now free.

Estate services
2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

Estate Services £289.57
cost per property

£297.59

£282.25

£302.43

Trend from Quartile Benchmark
previous
% satisfaction
year
=upper
other=median
é
LQ
£153.49

% very or
83%*
fairly satisfied
with their
neighbourhood
as a place to live

83%

88.9%

90%

n/a

Me

87.3%

*14/15 results are actual 13/14 results as STAR not conducted since 13/14 VfM self assessment
Our corporate ambition to
develop a local recycling centre
to manage refuse, increase
recycling rates and reduce
tipping charges has not yet been
realised. A number of local sites
have been considered but we are
now investigating opportunities
in east Manchester which may
include Eastlands Homes’ existing
premises. Our Clean and Green
bid which proposed a locally
led recycling, street cleaning
and grounds maintenance
service with the added aim of
creating local employment was
unsuccessful. However, we did
receive MCC funding to improve
waste arrangements on Monton
Street estate – the total cost of
the project was £29k with 50%
received from Manchester.
Our Enviromentor Project
continues to flourish with
residents involved in a number
of activities throughout 14/15
focusing on recycling and clean
environments. They are currently
in a new development phase
that will include a social media
presence and stronger links to our
neighbourhood events.

We successfully bid for £20k
funding from Transport for Greater
Manchester for new bicycle
storage facilities in three of our
neighbourhoods as we encourage
residents to cycle as a means
of sustainable travel with the
additional environmental benefits
of reduced carbon emissions
and pollutants and a reduction
in noise and traffic congestion.
We also received a £5k CASH
grant to conduct a feasibility
study in St Georges for parking
restrictions which fully funded the
study that has the longer term aim
of reducing commuter parking
and the creation of a cleaner
environment.
Our St Georges Court Gardening
Club received a £675 CASH
grant for tools and equipment to
establish their gardening group.
The group also successfully
bid for a Clean Cities Grant of
£200 for tools and plants. We
commissioned Hulme Garden
Centre to run a training session
on growing on balconies which
8 residents attended. We have
planted fruit trees at primary

schools and the Community
Payback Team worked with us for
300 hours at a clean up event at
The Place and painting primary
school planters.
Our caretakers have been
upskilled to carry out low level
repairs, painting and weed
spraying saving 60 Grounds
Maintenance team hours. Our
Estate Services costs are high
but reducing and this is due to
the level of service we choose
to provide and our ongoing
investment in our estate services
team includes their current
training to NVQ level 3 in Facilities
Management. This will support
service provision in our new build
market rent developments and
costs should reduce over time.
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Resident involvement
2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

Resident
£58.88
involvement cost
per property

£60.09

£70.09

£73.40

Trend from Quartile Benchmark
previous
% satisfaction
year
=upper
other=median
é
ML
£50.91

% very or fairly
satisfied that
their views are
being listened to
and acted upon

66%

78.2%

78%

n/a

66%*

LQ

76%

*14/15 results are actual 13/14 results as STAR not conducted since 13/14 VfM self assessment
Our resident involvement costs
continue to reduce year on year.
We are committed to adding real
value to the range of opportunities
available for our customers –
including culture. We aim to
raise customer aspirations by
providing access to Manchester’s
wealth of cultural opportunities
in partnership with organisations
such as the Royal Exchange.
14/15 saw the strengthening of
our partnership, Culture Connect,
with the Royal Exchange despite
an unsuccessful Big Lottery
bid. Our first creative project
‘Photographic Party Time’ was
completed and a production
‘Party in the Park’ performed
in the pavilion of the recently
restored Alexandra Park. We
contributed £5k, received £4k
funding from MCC and Royal
Exchange input worth £4k.
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'Party in the Park'
brings in the crowds

The performance was created
following a series of photography
and theatre workshops exploring
the themes of loneliness,
community and celebration. The
community groups involved in
the project included Aquarius
Over 50s, Will Griffiths Court, The
Sugar Group, Fallowfield Secret
Garden, Friends of Bangladesh,
Venture Arts, CSM Enviromentors
and Cultural Ambassadors. A

Hulme resident, part of Aquarius
Over 50s said: “I didn’t know what
I was letting myself in for when I
went to the first meetings but we
ended up writing a whole script
about loneliness and how you
don’t have to be on the outside
looking in and feeling isolated.”
Another Hulme resident who
watched the performance said: “I
want to get involved now. It was
amazing. I felt like crying it was so
moving. Giving people a voice and
right here in the park too. There
have got to be more of these
events and I am definitely in for
the next one.”
The partnership has also secured
a number of theatre visits for our
residents – ‘Billy Liar’; ‘Around
the World in 80 Days’; and ‘Little
Shop of Horrors’ – with a new
programme to run in 2015. In
15/16 we aim to submit a £90k

funding bid to the JP Getty Trust
for an innovative three year project
tackling isolation in multi-storey
living and creating connected
communities. We are also
considering bidding for a £45k
grant from the Rayne Foundation
whose theme is bridge building
– promoting tolerance, reducing
exclusion and conflict and forging
new productive relationships
that benefit the public – the most
vulnerable and disadvantaged
people in our communities.
The HOME Library Theatre
and Cornerhouse collaboration
opened in spring 2015 that
has already offered us tours,
workshops and work placements
with a particular target on young
people. A lottery funding bid for
Reel Manchester to run a year
long film project about Hulme
is to be submitted. Manchester
International Festival, the world’s
first festival of original, new work
and special events, is taking
place in July and we are taking
groups of residents to a number
of performances. We have 25
resident cultural ambassadors
and we have a corporate ambition
to embed culture across all One
Manchester communities and
within the business. To deliver this
ambition we are creating a new
role with the purpose of making
One Manchester a centre of
excellence in the use of art, culture
and sport as a creative source of
opportunities and inspiration.
We assisted in and supported
the application for funds to run
a Black History Month event
organised by a resident with the
Caribbean Incentive organisation.
We contributed £200 which

enabled us to access an
additional CASH grant of £1,200
for the benefit of community
activity.
We believe that young people
deserve the best. We have an
objective to provide access to or
directly provide opportunities for
learning so they can succeed in
education; participate in activities
that develop their resilience
and the social and emotional
skills they need for life; make
contributions to society; be
healthy and grow up in a safe
and supportive environment.
Our youth engagement activity
in 2014 included Young Mums
sessions; our Girl Talk Programme
which aims to empower and build
confidence; ongoing Prince’s Trust
Programmes; dance classes,
healthy eating sessions; and the
recruitment of 6 young people to
our ‘Youth Involvement Forum’
which is to be developed in 2015.
Our offer with partners included a
one week summer drama scheme
at the Royal Exchange Theatre.
We are to pilot a Boy Talk Project
and develop a Fashion Project
during 2015. Youth provision in
One Manchester areas has been
mapped and we continue to
build partnerships to expand our
offer to young people in all our
neighbourhoods and our One
Manchester young people are
already working on a project with
Manchester Camerata.

successful supported by the
recruitment of a floating support
officer. Numerous activities have
taken place at our retirement
housing scheme – a weekly
brunch club; IT club; arts and
crafts club; sewing club; and
a foodshare scheme, which
received a £200 CASH grant for
equipment and has attendance
of up to 40 residents. We held
a Hate Crime event, which also
received £200 funding, and have
provided energy/heating advice
to residents. Our neighbourhood
team has received free dementia
recognition training and we have
developed an Older People
info hub for staff and partner
agencies that includes information
on activities, events, funding,
health and wellbeing, advice and
guidance.
Our LGBT project failed to gain
momentum despite articles
in our newsletter and other
publicity asking for residents to
get involved. We will review our
approach as One Manchester.
We involved customers in the
development of our new One
Manchester customer involvement
strategy and also consulted on
a range of new One Manchester
policies as we believe effective
engagement with our residents is
integral to our success.

We said we would develop two
corporate projects linking to
our objectives around health,
wellbeing and social isolation –
for our older people and LGBT
community. Our older person
project has been extremely
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Customer service
Our 13/14 ambition to review our entire customer service
function to improve business processes, achieve efficiencies
and enhance the customer experience was realised. A review
of the tools and skills required to deliver improved services
was supported by detailed analysis of contact centre data,
trends and performance.

Our Customer Services team
was restructured in the autumn
of 2014. 10 advisors and team
leaders voluntarily left the business
and 8 were newly recruited
supplemented by a trainee under
our Go! programme. All new staff
have undergone an intensive
induction and training programme
to support our right first time

objective and long term efficiency
savings of over £37k salary/on
costs per annum will be realised.
We joined a call centre
benchmarking club to compare
and consider the practice of other
organisations to help improve our
own performance and increase
our productivity and efficiency.
This was supplemented by the
introduction of a call handling

satisfaction survey with year
end results of 91.4% overall
satisfaction. Our customer
reception area benefitted from a
makeover to improve the overall
customer experience.
Call volumes to our contact centre
remain broadly stable following
the 8% reduction achieved in the
previous year.

Annual number of calls including answered and abandoned

We have 596 registered users
of our on-line services which is
14% of our tenant base. We
are currently unable to track the
frequency of customer log-ins but
we aim to launch a new online
services product from Q2 this
year. In 14/15 3,254 transactions
were carried out online.
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We monitor and analyse calls
by service area and reason and
14/15 saw an increase in the
percentage of repair calls and a
return to pre-welfare reform levels
of rent calls. Analysis in 14/15
indicated that not unsurprisingly
the main reason for repair calls
was to order a new repair but

also a significant number were
chasing an outstanding repair. As
a result action is being taken to
improve communication between
our Customer Services team, our
repairs team, our sub-contractors
and our customers.

Service area demand as a % of all demand

Our single call resolution target remains a challenging 90% – this dipped slightly last year but a result of over
81% is a noteworthy achievement given staff turnover.

Our trainee role will not only realise
savings on salary costs of over
£10k over the traineeship period
but it supports local employment.
We also have a rolling influx of
work placements that provide a
range of support services for the
Customer Services team whilst
they gain confidence, invaluable
experience and acquire skills
that support their journey into
employment.
We said we would introduce
automated text messaging as an
efficient mechanism to conduct
contact centre satisfaction

surveys which we did in Q1
14/15. We achieved 91.35%
overall satisfaction with the
service provided by our Customer
Services team.
We intended to develop and
introduce a customer dashboard
to improve call efficiency and
effectiveness. Whilst we have a
first version in place it is still in
staged development.

complaints were efficiently and
effectively handled which is both
cost effective and reassures our
customers that we are committed
to resolving problems. Annual
customer satisfaction with
complaint handling increased from
70.59% to 85.71%

The number of formal complaints
fell from 34 in 13/14 by 44% to
just 19 – all resolved at stage
one which demonstrates that
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ICT

Business Development

We aim to be an excellent housing
organisation which includes
developing a programme to
invest in our technology to enable
the flexibility of service that our
customers and staff require to
deliver a much higher rate of
first time fixes and customer
satisfaction. The use of mobile
technology has been expanded
to capture customer satisfaction
with the repair/repairs process
on a tablet at repair completion.
This has created capacity in
our Customer Services team
who previously carried out this
function via telephone. Customer
satisfaction has also been
captured via text and email. A
number of core processes have
been translated to mobile use via
mobile echo and an electronic
safeguarding concern card was
introduced in July.

We successfully bid in partnership
with two local organisations for
Clinical Commissioning Group
funding for £44k to reduce
social isolation in older people.
We also secured a grounds
maintenance contract for the Big
Life group with an annual value
of circa £46k. Our partnership
with Manchester Active Voices
youth empowerment programme
has resulted in a Big Potential
Impact Readiness grant of £25K;
Troubled Families income of £2k
per month; and a Department of
Education grant of £143k. We are
delighted that the founder and
Director of Manchester Active
Voices, Angela Lawrence, has just
been awarded an MBE.

A selection of lower cost ICT
services and software has
resulted in £500 one off savings
and annually recurring savings
of £17,750. Our introduction of
iMail has saved over £2k to date.
A number of other improvements
were made including renewing
our server infrastructure reducing
energy costs, increasing energy
efficiency and reducing internal
staff management costs. We
also carry out SMS surveys to
gauge customer service quality
which was previously outbound
agent work. We have added rent
appointment reminders to SMS in
addition to repair appointments.
We have also developed and
introduced automatic NSP’s for
rent arrears – again reducing staff
time and ensuring consistency of
approach.
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Now as One Manchester we
are a key partner in the Greater
Manchester Registered Provider
consortium bidding for a total
of £15 million ESF funding.
The lots include Building Better
Opportunities; Social Innovation
Driver; and Employment and
Skills and Start up businesses.
We anticipate One Manchester
will receive circa £400k in
commissioned funding.

Finance
We had two significant VfM gains
in 14/15 arising from maximising
our VAT reclaim. City South
Manchester Developments Ltd
was established in October 2014
to act as a contractor to CSM and
enable us to claim the VAT back
on fees on new build development
schemes. At 31 March 2015 the
total VAT reclaimed this way was
£97,761. We also finally agreed a
Partial Exemption Special Method

with HMRC. This recognises that
much of CSM’s expenditure could
be viewed as in support of taxable
activities, mostly the improvement
programme. The amount we
received, backdated to 13/14,
was £525,138. Our current VAT
advisors have confirmed that,
in the absence of the Special
Method, HMRC would only
have accepted a claim for 1% of
overhead VAT. This would have
lead to a reclaim total of £24,357
of VAT – a gain of £500,781
therefore being realised.

People Services
In 14/15 our People Services
team secured free of charge
training with a value of £14,315.
We internally delivered Universal
Credit training to 70 staff saving
£4,550 based on a commercial
training price. We also internally
delivered safeguarding children
training via our e-learning platform
at a cost of £6.25 per head
saving £58.75 per head and
a total of £9,106. We secured
£14,950 funding for our LEAP
Management Development
Programme through the Growth
Accelerator Fund. We also
secured training at reduced costs
totalling £3,435 savings.

Overheads
2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

Benchmark
(median)

IT and communications as a % of
adjusted turnover

2.95

3.46

3.14

3.58

2.44

Office premises as a % of adjusted
turnover

3.36

3.04

3.48

3.36

1.12

Finance as a % of adjusted turnover

2.62

2.11

1.94

2.09

1.35

Central & other overhead as a % of
adjusted turnover

8.41

7.69

8.81

8.38

4.86

Total overhead as a % of adjusted
turnover

17.34

16.29

17.37

17.42

10.17

Although overall performance
has improved since 2011/12
– 17.34% of adjusted turnover
down from 17.42%, this has
continued to be a challenging
area for us. The biggest
improvement has been in IT and
communications costs. This is
because in prior years we have
relied on external consultants to
provide much of our in-house
ICT. This is now done internally.
In addition, last year we invested
heavily in mobile technology which
were not capitalised as our policy
is only to capitalise single large
items.
A key area for securing future
efficiency gains as One
Manchester is office premises
as we are currently based in five
office locations.

Our People
2014 saw an emphasis on
learning and development across
our organisation with many staff
attending vocational courses and
gaining qualifications. In 2014, 38
staff undertook further education/

formal qualifications. A learning
culture has been developed to
ensure that staff are skilled and
knowledgeable to meet business
requirements. Our e-learning
platform was introduced in
2014 as was 360° feedback
for our Leadership Team. This
is to feed into our management
development programme which
has been approved and funding
sourced through the Growth
Accelerator Fund. We launched
our Go! training programme in the
summer with the aim of providing
training and employment
opportunities for young people
living within our postcode
areas. This saw the successful
recruitment of three young people
to our Grounds Maintenance and
Customer Services teams.
Our annual staff survey was
carried out in November. The
overall results demonstrate
that we held the gains made
in previous years which is a
considerable achievement
given the context of the
upcoming merger at the time
and is testimony to the excellent

leadership skills of our managers
and the hard work of our staff.
Although the rate of improvement
has slowed, the trend is still
upwards for the majority of
measures. Encouragingly 75%
of staff view the merger with
Eastlands Homes as a positive
step for CSM. The majority of
staff feel involved and informed.
Communication and working as
one team across the organisation
has continued to improve.
Improvement activity has dipped
as priorities have temporarily
shifted to transition and integration
activity. There is understandably
considerable nervousness about
job security but only fractionally
more than was evident last year.
This is balanced by a high level of
positivity and excitement about
the future.
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Staff survey three year trends

For the second year running we
offered staff the opportunity to sell
some of their leave entitlement on
the basis that some people had
accrued a high number of annual
leave days and weren’t managing
to take it. It proved to be a popular
incentive and we decided that we
would make the offer annually. A
total of 38 days have been sold by
staff to date.
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In 14/15 we added on site
holistic therapies to our existing
significant staff benefits of BUPA
health checks, gym membership,
childcare vouchers, ride to work
scheme and healthcare cash plan.
In 15/16 we plan to build on
our IIP Silver Accreditation by
achieving Gold accreditation
standard.

Our Communities
Insight
Our customer profiling exercise continued throughout 2014
which gave us details of 75% of our residents. Analysis was
carried out in 14/15 to better understand our customer base,
in particular around repairs and rent behaviour.

Whilst we continue to use the
profiling information to offer work
and other opportunities from CSM
and our partners, the project
was paused to enable focus on
the contact centre review and
restructure. The project is in the
process of being reactivated jointly
with Eastlands Homes and 15/16
will see further work to better
understand our new customer
base, their expectations and
the nature of the offer that One
Manchester should provide.

No car

Welfare
benefit
claimant

We have started to use the
HACT/OCSI Community Insight
tool which gives us the data and
analysis we need to ensure our
services are underpinned by the
best possible knowledge of local
communities, levering the power
of information right across our
organisation. Saving us time and
money, Community Insight gives
us the most relevant and up-todate data on our communities
with no need to invest in
specialist mapping and data staff,
consultancy or software.

Our data for City South
Manchester is as indicated in the
area dashboard below. In 15/16
we are to develop a strategic
and joined up approach to
community investment across all
One Manchester neighbourhoods
using the detailed data the tool
can provide.

Fuel
No
Limiting Social
Overcrowded Unemployment Children
poverty qualifications long-term rented
housing
benefit
in
illness
housing
poverty

Alex Park
Neighbourhood

56.9

25.5

14.4

28.2

18.8

59.6

25.0

5.4

49.2

Bentley House

56.4

17.6

7.3

6.5

12.4

43.8

18.9

3.9

49.1

Bethnall & Sherwood

50.5

7.8

25.4

11.4

9.9

34.5

22.4

1.8

40.5

Loxford & Aquarius

67.0

10.0

11.3

10.8

11.5

59.7

27.4

1.8

43.9

Monton Street

72.3

14.7

17.7

29.5

20.8

69.3

23.1

3.4

44.4

Moss Side & Whalley
Range

54.0

20.4

19.9

20.5

14.0

39.7

22.5

4.9

43.1

Platt Lane

46.6

21.6

21.3

28.4

19.8

44.6

15.6

4.0

41.4

Shawgreen & Loreto/
BBC

56.5

17.3

6.1

17.5

14.1

47.9

23.2

4.3

43.1

St Georges

45.7

12.3

5.7

12.3

9.7

30.5

30.7

2.7

47.2

Wilbraham

38.8

22.3

21.6

27.7

17.8

40.9

14.8

3.7

43.3

Key

Very small

Small

Medium

Large

Very large
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Resources
Our vision of 2014 to rejuvenate
Fallowfield Library from a
resource identified for closure
to a community learning hub
supported by volunteers has
seen success. The former library
has recently re-opened as The
Place at Platt Lane community
library and resource centre
following reconfiguration and
refurbishment. Volunteering at the
library commenced in February
2014 and 2,041 hours have
been contributed by 33 different
volunteers. The library remains
open for 15 hours each week but
our aim is to recruit volunteers
to extend opening hours. The
meeting rooms and other space
can now be booked for events
and courses. A number of groups
both fee paying and non-fee

paying regularly use the centre
– including IT groups; self help
services; a reading group; credit
union; and a choir – with others
due to start. In 2015 we aim to
develop new offers, for example,
around employment and training,
youth provision and homework
clubs. We successfully bid for
Tudor Trust funding of £35k for
further office refurbishments and
further bids are planned for 15/16
for furniture and additional IT
provision and with a longer term
plan that the library is able to run
itself.

Steps2Success
Steps2Success continues to
get local residents into jobs and
boost skills, experience and
confidence through offering a
wide range of training – health

and social care; customer service;
hospitality; childcare; IT; fork lift
truck – work placement and
volunteering opportunities. This
is achieved in partnership with
the Manchester College, South
Manchester Enterprise Network
and other partners. Our partners
have supported the programme
by offering work placements,
volunteering opportunities
and mock interviews. In 2014
the Steps2Success website
was launched which offers an
array of resources including
job opportunities and tracking,
recruitment process support and
money management advice and
tools. Job search workshops are
held weekly at our office with free
computer access and support.

Our Steps2Success programme exceeded every target:
Number of people

2014/15 target

2014/15 result

Received training opportunities

200

470

Progress v target
é

Gained accredited qualifications

180

228

é

Into jobs

35

73

é

Attended business course

30

73

é

Provided with IT training

90

99

é

Referred for business advice

30

50

é

Engaged in work placements

30

80

é
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Enterprise
2014 saw the continued growth of
the South Manchester Enterprise
Network which has celebrated
its second birthday and had
98 members by March. Our
modern community business
hub, the Pod, offers work space
for new start-up businesses,
home workers, freelancers and
entrepreneurs. Since opening
in 2013 it has supported 23
businesses. Bubble Enterprise run
weekly drop in services at the Pod
and a free legal surgery is offered
monthly. The first Entrepreneur
Engagement Programme ran
from April to June 2014 which
was a business start-up course
run by Bubble for local residents.
The very successful Women
in Business self-employment
programme was repeated in
March 2015 and we plan to
investigate other enterprise
training options and funding in
15/16.
We are a participatory organisation
providing funds for the HACT/
Community Development
Finance Association that brings
together resources from RP’s,
Community Development Finance
Institutions and The Start Up
Loans Company to create loan
funds to support residents looking
to start up their own business.
Community Development Finance
Institutions (CDFIs) lend money
to businesses, social enterprises
and individuals who struggle to
get finance from high street banks
and loan companies. They help
deprived communities by offering
loans and support at an affordable

rate to people who cannot access
credit elsewhere. There have been
68 expressions of interest with
two ready to submit their business
cases for loans and a further four
to follow. Whilst these numbers
may appear low at face value, a
significant benefit of the scheme
is the support provided in the
development of business plans.
A range of other opportunities to
be considered in 2015 include
the ESF social innovation fund;
ESF skills and employment
consortia; Greater Manchester
RP’s social enterprise network
development and Youth Trust
Model development.

Digital Inclusion
A corporate priority is to ensure
customers are provided with
access to free or good value
Wi-Fi and the skills with which
to use it. Over the year we met
with communications providers
to pursue Wi-Fi provision but
without success due to the costs
involved. We have, however,
mapped local facilities to which
we plan to signpost customers.
In October 2014 we took part in
Digital Online week hosting four
events in our neighbourhoods
and our Be Online event in March
had an emphasis on on-line
safety for children, employment,
health and fitness and money
advice. We have established a
Digital Inclusion group held at
our retirement housing scheme
and are running a course with
the support of volunteers to help
improve digital skills – Learn My

Way which is a free online learning
platform. A £3k grant from the
local authority funded new cables
and Wi-Fi hotspot that broadcasts
into all flats at the scheme

Neighbourhood Investment
10 staff attempted the 3 Peaks
Challenge to raise money for two
local charities – a total of 360
hours raising £2,125. CSM staff
gave 810 hours to neighbourhood
events including clean ups;
healthy eating; reporting
confidence and gardening. Based
on the CSM average salary
the value of these events was
£15,471. The local authority funds
a skip for our neighbourhood
clean up days.

Holiday Kitchen
We are working in partnership with
St Mary’s Primary School in Moss
Side to provide a Holiday Kitchen
project over eight days during
the school summer holidays.
The project is aimed at the most
deprived pupils and families and
will provide a nutritious meal
each day together with a range
of activity and engagement with
their families in particular around
financial inclusion. The food
is being funded by Morrison’s
vouchers of £500 provided by our
contractor, New Charter.
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Social value and
innovation
The ability to measure the social impact of different types of
initiatives helps us plan our activities and evidence their value.

As stated in last year’s self
assessment, in 14/15 we
continued to pilot the Value
Insight tool developed by HACT
to measure some of the social
value we create as a business
and have developed a clear and
consistent procedure for impact
measurement and evaluation. The
tool is based on the Wellbeing

Valuation methodology and is
used to apply an equivalent
monetary value to the impact on
an individual’s wellbeing. We now
have our first set of results for a full
year of regeneration activity and
projects.

engagement; employability;
financial inclusion; our Fallowfield
community hub The Place; and
youth. The chart below shows the
percentage of projects under each
programme.

The results are spread across
five programmes, encompassing
28 projects in total. The five
programmes are: culture &

% projects under each social value programme

The overall social value amount we created was £6,907,370 and 903 people experienced an outcome.
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Impact amount by programme

We are confident that these
results are a good representation
of the impact we make on our
communities; that they are
proportionate; appropriate and
focused and cost-effective to
implement, manage and monitor.
Looking ahead to 15/16, we plan
to continue to use the tool and
to measure the impact of more
programmes such as our digital
inclusion activity.
14/15 saw the development of
our social value strategy with key
themes around procurement,
local spending power, training and
employment, public sector reform,
youth and social enterprise. Our
wellbeing strategy and action plan
was completed supported by Our
Life, an organisation that leads in
engagement and empowerment
services to improve wellbeing.

In lieu of certain social value
offerings in Manchester Working’s
tender for the porch replacement
scheme at Alexandra Park we
requested that the kitchen to our
retirement housing scheme, Will
Griffiths Court, be remodelled.
This includes new kitchen units,
white goods as well as relocating
the water heater/boiler. The
monetary value of this work
currently stands at £8.5k with
the added value and benefit to
residents.
A provisional sum of £10,000
was included for Social Value
at pre-tender stage in the
tender document for our
window replacement scheme
at Shawgreen. This has
subsequently been split with
£5,000 going to The Place and
£5,000 to provide an IT suite for

residents in a multi-storey in the
Shawgreen neighbourhood. The
contractor for the works, New
Charter, has given us additional
social value benefits in terms
of a £200 iPod as well as the
Morrison’s vouchers funding the
Holiday Kitchen.
MWL are still offering social value
input with trade taster days (e.g.
basic plumbing for residents) and
mock interviews for school pupils
which we will take advantage of
during 15/16.
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Our Gains

Overview Area

Description

VFM Gain
2014/15
£’000

Future
Value created
Gain if
appropriate

Expenditure - Savings

Contact centre
savings

£37

Recurrent

Same service at a
reduced cost

Gas servicing
completed by the in
house team

£37

Potentially
£ unknown

Same service at a
reduced cost

In house electrical
testing

£28

Recurrent

Same service at a
reduced cost

Renegotiated vehicle £23
fleet lease

One off

Reduced cost to
the business

Potterton heating
parts for in-house
warranty work

£16

Potentially
£ unknown

Reduced cost to
the business

Income generated - £22
work for third party
community buildings

Potentially
£ unknown

Income from sale of
services

Funding support /
£3
Project Management
role for Trinity House

One off

Income from sale of
services

Handyperson
income

£10

Potentially
£ unknown

Income from sale of
services

Savings from
competitively
tendered services

£21

Recurrent

Same service at a
reduced cost

ICT – imail savings

£2

Recurrent

New technology
reduces costs

Selection of lowercost ICT services
and software

£18

Mostly
recurrent

Same service at a
reduced cost

Repairs savings

£272

Probably

Reduced cost to the
business

These are areas where
we have made a recurrent
saving for the business
going forward – either
through changes in
the way we work,
procurement savings,
tenders, how we work or
by working more effectively
with others
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Overview Area

Description

VFM Gain
2014/15
£’000

Future
Value created
Gain if
appropriate

Income - Generated

Partial exemption
special method

£525

£5

These are areas of activity
where we have secured
new business or sourced
other areas of funds, e.g.
grants to support our
in-house projects, asset
investment or support for
our communities

In Kind - Benefits

These are areas where
we have been able to
complete an area of work
by accessing the services
of other organisations
at no cost to us. We
also account for the final
efficiency savings of the
improvement programme
here. It also includes areas
where we have developed
something in house which
saves us having to procure
a particular item, we may
have incurred some staff
costs but these are far
lower than the market
price equivalent.

Backdated claim to
2008

Devco VAT recovery £178

20% of all devt. Reduced cost
Prof fees
of new build
development

Eco funding

£590

One off

Subsidises
improvement
projects

Green Deal funding

£86

One off

Subsidises
improvement
projects

LEAP Management £14
Development
Programme Funding
secured through
Winning Pitch Growth Accelerator
Fund

One off

Staff training

Income for grounds
maintenance
contract

£46

Recurrent

Income from sale of
services

Money Mentor
training

£17

Potentially
£ unknown

Income from sale of
services

WIFI – Will Griffiths
court funding

£3

One off

Empowers
customers

Troubled families

£17

Potentially
£ unknown

Helps our customers

Sourced funding
for a number of
qualifications and
training events

£14

Potentially
£ unknown

Upskills staff

Free of charge
courses and college
assessments

£3

Potentially
£ unknown

Upskills staff

Manchester Working £9
- in kind benefits

Potentially
£ unknown

Increased quality of
life for customers

Manchester Working £10
– procurement
benefit

Potentially
£ unknown

Benefits community
groups
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Overview Area

Description

VFM Gain
2014/15
£’000

Future
Value created
Gain if
appropriate

Community

Cash grant for
parking feasibility
study

£5

One off

Environmental
improvements/
sustainable travel

TFGM funding bicycle storage

£20

One off

Environmental
improvements/
sustainable travel

MCC funding - bins

£15

One off

Environmental
improvements/
sustainable travel

Tenant support benefit entitlement

£230

Will recur
£ unknown

Improves customer
finances

Tenant support debt

£678

Will recur
£ unknown

Improves customer
finances

Tenant support - rent £78
arrears

Will recur
£ unknown

Improves customer
finances

Culture

£8

Potentially
£ unknown

Increased quality of
life for customers

CCG Funding

£44

One off

Community benefits

Tudor Trust funding - £35
The Place

One off

Community benefits

3 Peaks challenge
raising money for
local charities

£2

One off

Community benefits

Neighbourhood
events - staff
investment

£15

Recurring

Community benefits

Procurement social
value

£10

Recurring

Community benefits

Social value
generated

£6,907

Will continue

Community benefits

These are areas where
we have worked with
a range of community
groups to either secure
grants for them or to work
on projects where they
are the direct financial
beneficiary. It also includes
work where we have
helped our community to
access additional benefits,
protect their income, or
offer practical support to
help them manage their
budgets. We also look at
life skills, training, culture
and education.

Total
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£10,048,000

One future
One Manchester was successfully formed and launched in
April 2015 and future VFM self assessments will be combined
for the Group. A full transition plan is in place to ensure that
we secure the efficiencies and improvements cited in the
group Business Case and our merger plans will deliver a
recurrent saving by the end of 2016/17 of £2.5m having a
positive impact on the recurrent costs of our services.

As well as the efficiencies that
can be achieved by combining
services and delivering “the
best of both” companies, One
Manchester is aspirational
in wanting to deliver social
innovation and to improve and
broaden the services offered to
local communities.

has revealed the 2015 Summer
Budget and no registered
providers’ VFM assessment can
ignore the impact of that budget,
in particular the 1% reduction in
social housing rents effective from
April 2016, to be continued year
on year for the subsequent four
years.

Since submitting the Business
case and whilst formulating the
VFM Assessments for 2014/15,
the Chancellor of the Exchequer

In light of the July 2015 budget,
we have calculated, and robustly
stress tested our business
planning assumptions and believe

that as well as the significant
initial efficiencies already identified
through the partnership and
merger activity above, the Group
will need to achieve further total
savings over a 5 year period in
the region of £17.5m. Our initial
planning has identified and will set
year on year additional recurrent
savings targets of:

Year

Within year VFM target

2016/17

£1.5m

2017/18

£0.75m

£2.25m

2018/19

£1.25m

£3.5m

2019/20

£1.0m

£4.5m

2020/21

£1.25m

£5.75m

Total

Cumulative recurrent
saving
£1.5m

£17.5m
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The bullet points below detail
the efficiency targets and service
improvements identified in the
original Group Business Case:
• Net savings of £2m per
annum, savings of £2.5m, and
additional financing costs of
£0.5m by the end of 2016/17
• Realise efficiency savings in
delivering services of £1.25m
over five years and re-invest in
services
• Achieve an overall saving of 9%
across our cost base
• Extend tenancy support
services by 20% to help sustain
tenancies for residents affected
by mental health issues,
welfare reform, fuel poverty and
financial exclusion
• Reduce turnover in stock
(caused by lack of support for
mental health issues, welfare
reform, fuel poverty and
financial exclusion) by 10% over
three years
• 99% emergency repairs
completed within timescale
• Increase satisfaction with
neighbourhood to 85% over
three years
• Develop a new Customer
Involvement Strategy for the
group
• £40m investment in homes,
services and resident
opportunities over five years
• £100k per year for five years
(index linked) invested in a new
Community Fund to support
resident-led community projects
and initiatives
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• Establish a managing agent
service for market rented
homes within two years
• Increase social return on
investment by 20% by effective
partnership working
• Increase the retention of spend
in the local economy brought
about by SROI by 10%
• Provide employment and
training opportunities to 2000
residents over five years
• Engage 1000 young people
to build skills and financial
confidence over five years
• Extend “Steps 2 Success”
employment and volunteering
programme across all
neighbourhoods
• Extend the Literacy Beacons
Project to all neighbourhoods
• Create a numeracy project
parallel to Literacy Beacons
across all neighbourhoods
• Remodel three former public
services in consultation with
residents, over five years
• Review a range of services
over two years and extend their
coverage by 20%
• Improve recycling rates in
underperforming areas by 10%
over three years
• Provide Digital by Design
services for > 50% of
customers, i.e. provide internet
services for > 4,000 customers
• Introduce a service to offer and
deliver energy efficiency advice
and measures

The impact of rent reduction
means that we will be reassessing our aspirational
improvements and development
plan in order to realise the
additional savings now needed in
order to have a robust Business
Plan in place.

Risk
Key operational issues for both
organisations include:
• the continued roll out of
universal credit which could not
only have a major impact on
rent income streams, but also
increased operating costs to
respond to the change
• the ongoing reduction of welfare
benefits that may affect the
affordability of social housing for
some groups of people
• extension of the right to buy
• the reduction in social housing
rents by 1% per year for the
next four years
• the requirement for tenants
earning more than £30k to pay
up to market rent
As One Manchester we need
ensure we have a comprehensive
overview of rent income and
arrears performance. We need
to monitor tenancy turnover,
void loss and average relet time
which are key sustainability and
value for money indicators. Value
for money in service provision
is even more important and the
efficiency savings need to be
realised in addition to potential
diversification of our business to

increase revenue. The requirement
for tenants earning over £30k
to pay up to market rent may
provide additional revenue but it
also introduces an administrative
requirement to monitor household
incomes and adjust rent levels. It
could also adversely affect rent
collection rates if tenants are
unable to pay and void levels if
they choose to leave.
One Manchester has an approved
Risk Management Strategy in
place with a Corporate Risk
Register, Risk Universe and
Risk Appetite Table to support
the strategy. The strategy
reflects the best features of
both organisations respective
strategies, both of which have

undergone recent Internal Audit
scrutiny and both of which were
given substantial assurance. Both
organisations have kept up-todate with best practice in the
sector and beyond and have the
benefit of advice and challenge
from risk experts on their existing
committees.
The strategy also reflects the
increase in size of the combined
business and as such, values for
financial risk have been increased.
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How to contact us:
City South Manchester
Turing House
Archway
Manchester M15 5RL
Tel: 0161 227 1234
www.citysouthmanchester.co.uk
info@citysouthmanchester.co.uk
/CSMHousingTrust
@CSMHousingTrust
/city-south-manchester-housing-trust

